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Peter Rice named Hamilton Environmentalist of the Year
Durand resident and former Board member Peter Rice was named Hamilton Environmentalist of the Year. He
received the Dr Victor Cecilioni Environmentalist of the Year Award for 2008. Peter was assistant director of the
Royal Botanical Gardens, and was one of the founders of Project Paradise, the RBG’s effort to restore Coote’s
Paradise. Congratulations Peter, and thanks for helping enhance our local environment here in the Durand!
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Councillor’s Message
Our Councillor updates us on important issues for the Durand
and the City of Hamilton
Bob Bratina

2009 Board of Directors
Dennis Baker
Janice Brown
Adam Ellis
Craig Hanson
Roberta Harman
Nicholas Kevlahan
Jennifer Matthews
Sarah Matthews
Linda Miocinovich
Martin Maretzki
Claudia Sheldrick
The Durand neighbourhood is the innercity district bounded by Main Street
West, James Street South, the Escarpment and Queen Street South. It is
home to approximately 12 000 Hamiltonians. The DNA was established in 1972
as a politically independent community
organization and chartered as a not-forprofit provincial corporation.
It is the DNA’s vision to be an active, resident-based voice successfully
addressing priority issues affecting our
neighbourhood to nurture a vibrant
downtown community.
Please contact us at any time with
questions, comments or concerns in the
neighbourhood, or if you are interested
in joining or renewing your membership.
If you would like to volunteer, or get involved in your community, this is a wonderful opportunity to make a difference.

Contact Information
Durand Neighbourhood Association
c/o 17 Bruce Street
Hamilton ON L8P 3M5
905 529 1869
president@durandna.com
Please visit our website at:
www.durandna.com

The Durand Neighbourhood is putting on
its Spring mantle of flowers and shrubs.
Some of Hamilton’s most devoted gardeners live in Durand and their passion provides neighbours and passers-by visual
delight. We hope to add something to that
as the City Hall renovation continues by
making enhancements to the green space
at Hunter and Bay, and St. Mark’s, such
as benches, trees and flowers. Work has
begun on the Farmer’s Market and Library, which includes a
two-way conversion of York between Bay and James, and later
along Wilson to Wellington. We are continuing to study Truck
Routes with the objective of eventually removing heavy truck
traffic from the Downtown core. Our consultant has written a
position paper on various options for removing trucks from the
core. Staff will be meeting with us to discuss the options, with
truck removal a key element. Further consultation will take
place with stakeholders and the public as the plan progresses.
By the time you read this, construction should be underway
on MacNab Street between King and Main for the new “hybrid”
transit terminal project. When completed, the buses will finally
leave the Gore and move to the new Terminal. Other routes
will connect to the new platform at the GO station, which will
mean 75 per cent of all HSR routes will have direct connection
with GO Transit. Duranders will be able to access the King
Street bus for example, at the platform just built near Haymarket Street within the GO station property. With the buses
off the Gore by June, 2010, work will continue on the Gore
Master Plan, which is looking at how to maximize the beauty
and utility of Gore Park and its surrounding area.
Our Downtown continues to evolve and progress, with a new
plan for Hess Village, the McMaster Faculty of Family Medicine
development in conjunction with the City’s Public Health Department, and new hotels moving through the planning and
permit stages. In the heart of Durand is the Thistle Project,
and I’m pleased to report that the continuing efforts of the Durand Neighbourhood Executive have greatly assisted in resolving the Parkland Dedication issue that had threatened to halt
the project. I believe most of us if not all are looking forward to
seeing the building go up. Other residential buildings, mostly
City Housing units in the Durand, have been the subject of
much concern. I’ve paid many visits to residents, many of them
seniors, who have serious quality of life issues such as building
security, cleanliness, state of repair, nuisance tenants, etc.
Continued on next page. . .
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Councillor’s Message (cont.) There are over 6,000 units
within the City Housing portfolio, so solving problems
in a timely, economical manner is a challenge. We have
made some good progress, and promised Government
funding will be a big help as we try to provide those
residents with the standard of living they deserve.
There are a number of issues such as hockey, McMaster development, LRT, and new hotels that I should
be able to discuss in better detail by the time the next
issue of the Durander is published. Please don’t hesitate to contact the Ward 2 office at any time.

the City of Hamilton. However, the thousands of people that frequent the bars and restaurants of Hess Village can negatively impact the quality of life for the
residents who live in close proximity. Moreover, the
police have witnessed a higher than average rate of violence and anti-social behaviour in Hess Village that
has created safety concerns for the police and the public. The comprehensive City report was delivered at a
special meeting of the Committee of the Whole on May
21, 2009. You can read the report on the City website under Hess Village Review (PED09127) (City Wide).
Along with other neighbourhood associations, Hamilton Police Service, bar owners, the Alcohol and Gaming
Sincerely,
Commission of Ontario (AGCO), property owners, and
Bob Bratina, Councillor, Ward 2
public health, the DNA was consulted and participated
Tel: 905 546 2711,
in a meeting with City officials on April 8th, 2009, to
Fax: 905 546 2535 or
discuss issues of concern and solutions. The City is
bbratina@hamilton.ca
For more information on Bob’s positions committed to improving the Hess Village experience
on neighbourhood and City issues, please see for everyone and will likely establish a Community Liaison Committee, and will try to improve neighbourwww.bobbratina.ca.
hood life with perimeter patrols and a nuisance by-law.
A group of
DNA
Board
members
met
with the developers of the
Thistle
site,
Dundurn Edge
Developments
Inc., and its architect, on May
20th to review
and discuss the
Thanks for maintaining the ice rink, Brad!
site plans. With
the contentious
Parkland Dedication fee resolved (fee to be calculated
at a rate of 5% of land value), we were generally pleased
with the proposed 190-unit development with underground parking, which will be contained in three separate buildings, with the goal of LEED Platinum to create a healthy place to live and play. If things progress
as projected, we may see the sales commence in spring
2010.
The Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) hearing concerning the severance and potential development of
41 Inglewood Drive commences on June 8th for two
weeks. The DNA is a party to the proceeding and we
are pleased to assist the Inglewood Residents Group
(IRG) with their struggle to preserve the integrity of
their street and the Niagara Escarpment. Councillor
Bob Bratina has also been very supportive and will provide evidence to the OMB on behalf of the DNA.
Have a safe and happy summer!
We’ll see
you at the Picnic in the Park on June 20th.
Please visit our website at www.durandna.com for
other news items that may be of interest to you.

President’s Remarks
“Rest is not idleness, and to lie sometimes on the grass
on a summer day listening to the murmur of water, or
watching the clouds float across the sky, is hardly a
waste of time.”
John Lubbock
Sarah Matthews
Things are heating up! I am really
looking forward to this years’ Picnic
in the Park on Saturday, June 20th.
The Picnic in the Park Committee
has outdone itself this year. The
bandstand will host great artists
and performers, most notably JUNO
award winner Tomi Swick. Also,
Durand Park will have a Playlot
Leader (popularly known as “Supie”)
again this year.
This is a free
President,
City-run drop-in program for kids. DNA
The Supie organizes and supervises Sarah Matthews.
games, crafts, and sports from Monday to Friday during July and August. I want to take
this opportunity to thank Brad Stewart who created
and maintained the ice rink in Durand Park over the
winter. It was great to see skaters of all ages and abilities out on the ice connecting with neighbours and
enjoying the fresh air. Thanks Brad for making this
neighbourhood even better!
The City of Hamilton conducted extensive research
and reviewed the impact of the Hess Village entertainment district on the City and the surrounding neighbourhoods. Hess Village is an economic success within
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Humane Wildlife Removal & Animal Proofing
RACCOONS

SQUIRRELS

SKUNKS

BIRDS

BATS

MICE

s 2ECOMMENDED BY 30#!S AND (UMANE 3OCIETIES
s 4HE PIONEERS IN WILDLIFE CONTROL FOR  YEARS
s 0OISON FREE  HUMANE REMOVAL
INCLUDING MICE AND BATS
s &REE ON SITE CONSULTATION
s !NIMAL WASTE CLEANUP DECONTAMINATION
AND RE INSULATION SERVICES
s 'UARANTEED ANIMAL PROOFING FOR   YEARS
24/7
EMERG.
SERVICE

905-574-7777

www.humanewildlifecontrol.com
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Multicultural Night at Central Public
School
On Thursday, May 7, Central School held our 6th Annual Multicultural Night, “A Taste of the World”
Debbie Rundle, Principal, Central Public School
It is a night to celebrate and share our many different
cultures. The evening started with students welcoming people in their first languages of Albanian, Bangla,
Chinese, Korean, Spanish and Turkish. Of course, we
also included Canada’s two official languages as well.
Many people wore beautiful traditional clothing.
Our school choir, under the direction of Mrs.
Wilkes-Smith, sang three songs. They then surprised
their director by singing one of her favourite songs on
their own.
The chorus from “We All Sing with the Same Voice”
Music by J. Phil Miller, Lyrics by Sheppard Greene
We all sing with the same voice
The same song, the same voice
We all sing with the same voice
And we sing in harmony.

Picture to the right front row three students in native
costumes; back row L-R Janice Brown, Roberta
Harman, Debbie Rundle.

Jennifer visits La Piazza Allegra
A fixture at the corner of James South & Duke, La Piazza
Allegra has been delighting local diners with marvellous
food and impressive decor for over a decade.
Jennifer Matthews
Stepping inside the 2nd storey restaurant is like a little trip to an Italian piazza, with its fountains, stones
and wrought iron, with great views looking over James
St from its vast windows. In this edition of the Durander, Jennifer Matthews interviewed executive chef and
owner Mark Farrugia.
JM: How would you describe La Piazza?
MF: La Piazza is a quality driven restaurant that
guests can rely on every time they dine with us. My
menu is upscale contemporary Italian food that has
its roots in traditional recipes with modern twists.
The food is very approachable and is easily understood. I do like to be creative with our menu – like
using proteins and vegetables that might not be on
everyone’s table at home but when prepared properly
by us might introduce our guests to something new.

Families brought samples of native foods and everyone had an opportunity to taste foods from many different lands. Just the aromas were mouth-watering.
The actual tasting was wonderful. Other activities included a silent auction and face painting. The profits will go towards purchasing a SMART Board for our
downstairs classes and “Free the Children”.
A heart felt “Thank You” goes out to all the parents,
staff and community members that made the event a
huge success !
Durand Neighbourhood Board Members Janice
Brown and Roberta Harman attended the evening.

JM: How long have you been at your
James St location, and what made you
choose that location?
MF: I opened the restaurant with my
parents on March 17th 1997. We chose
the location because of the layout of
the restaurant, we loved the neighborhood and its potential for growth. As
well, the residents in the area have always been welcoming and supportive.
JM: James St S has undergone (and
is still undergoing) lots of changes over
5
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the years. What are you most pleased to see? What do
you think still needs to happen?

JM: What’s the best part of your job?
MF: I love what I do. My wife and I moved into a new
house 2 years ago and have already had 8-10 parties
with our neighbours and friends. I love to entertain
and cook for people.
La Piazza Allegra is located at 180 James St S. Visit
their website at www.lapiazza.ca, or call 905-777-8970
for more information or reservations.

Urban Geography and Cycling in the
Durand
A McMaster University MSc student wants to know
about your cycling habits
Jamie Stuckless
MF: I like the conversion to a two-way street. It took
time getting used to, however it slowed traffic down.
With respect to further changes – I would like to see
the street become more pedestrian-friendly and would
like to see more pubs on Augusta and more quality
restaurants on James S. I see the beginnings of a great
dining district with the introduction of the 3 bistros in
the area.
JM: You’ve been winning awards in the industry for
years now. To what do you accredit your continued
success?
MF: I appreciate the recognition I and the restaurant
receive but I’m never satisfied with my success. I like
to push myself so I can grow as a chef, business owner
and a proud citizen of Hamilton. My success and that
of the restaurant is a direct result of our guests. They
tell me what they like and I expand on that.
JM: How do you think your business will change
over the next decade?
MF: I foresee the area developing into a dining and
patio destination, which will allow me to expand the
creativity of my menu and wine list. We have completed
a lounge called Lounge 180, which boasts a great tapas
menu with thin crust pizzas, and we have also secured
additional space that we will be converting into a catering and teaching kitchen.

Urban bicycling is important
for environmental sustainability and individual health.
Thanks to a number of individuals and organizations, such
as the Durand Neighbourhood
Association, interest in cycling
has been growing in Hamilton. As a Masters student in
the School of Geography and
Earth Sciences at McMaster
University, I am conducting a cycling study in the
Hamilton-Wentworth region. I hope that this cycling
study will be beneficial to the local community by providing recent cycling data that is specific to HamiltonWentworth.
This study seeks to answer four related questions:
1. What motivates people to cycle?
2. What factors are significant in the decision to
decrease cycling frequency or stop cycling over
time?
3. How do cyclists interact with public transportation?
4. How can this information be applied to promote
and prolong bicycle ridership?
This survey is anonymous and completing it should
take 15-20 minutes. This survey is intended for residents of Hamilton-Wentworth who cycle – or who used
to cycle – and who are 18 years of age and older. The
results of this study will be shared with participants
and the local community after the study has been completed.
If you, or someone you know, would like to participate in this cycling study, the survey can be found
online at cyclingsurvey.mcmaster.ca. If you would like
to obtain paper copies of this survey, please contact
6
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me to find a distribution location near you. Please do
not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions,
concerns or suggestions. Thanks in advance for your
support!
Peace and bicycle grease,
Jamie Stuckless
School of Geography and Earth Sciences – McMaster University
(905) 525-9140 ext. 28611
stuckljp@mcmaster.ca

Clean Up Hamilton!
Durand pitches in to help spring-clean the neighbourhood
Dennis Baker

The City of Hamilton Clean City Liaison
Committee
coordinated
this
year’s
city-wide
cleanup initiative.
The DNA registered
our
participation
and arranged to
pick up supplies
(special litter sacks
and gloves) and
an enthusiastic team of people met on the afternoon of Wednesday, April 22 to clean up our neighbourhood. We collected 15 sacks of waste including several bags of recyclables, which were put in
clear plastic sacks for that purpose. I am happy
to report that there was less litter this year due
largely to better fencing of the old Thistle Club site.
This
clean-up
team did not cover
Durand Park. That
task was separately
accomplished
by
Janice
Maretzki
and her children
Alexandra, Maxine,
Zachary and Jorja.
Thanks a lot to the
Maretzki family and
everyone else who
gave their time to make our part of the city even more
attractive.
7
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districts cater to walkers instead of drivers their
prosperity increases and highly walkable districts
are magnets for tourism

Durand joins Canada Walks

• Fuel savings – Individuals save money by using
their cars less and demand for oil is lessened

Our neighbourhood participates in a national programme to promote walking

The city of Hamilton must be congratulated for recognizing this need, and our mayor signed the International Charter for walking last year. This charter is
inspiring and can be read on the Walk21 website listed
at the end of this report. It is “a vision to create a
world where people choose and are able to walk as a
way to travel, to be healthy and to relax”. We are making progress but much remains to be done by many
players. Our city is one of five chosen for close examination and will also be a case study presented at the
10th annual Walk21 conference to be held in NYC in
Oct. 2009.
A new organization called ‘Canada Walks’
www.canadawalks.com
has
been
created
to
bring together Canadian efforts as well as
link to international groups such as Walk21
www.walk21.com.
Their website is excellent
and contains a wealth of information and ideas.

Dennis Baker
I had the good fortune to participate in the Walking
Master Class public meeting on 13 May. This was the
culmination of a three-day intensive examination of the
conditions for walking in Hamilton. Our city is fortunate to be one of only five selected in Canada for expert
study to help develop plans to make the city safe and
attractive for walkers.
Promoting a more active lifestyle is a subject of enormous importance in all of Canada and is now receiving intense and serious interest at all levels of government – the current survey is funded by the federal government. Walking is the most fundamental mode of
transport but has been marginalized for many years
through transport policies giving motorized transport precedence, failure to design pedestrian-friendly
neighbourhoods, inadequate public transport and general failure to realize the consequences of all this.

Our
meeting
included
top
representatives
of
Walk21, Canada Walks and
Green Communities Canada
www.gca.ca as well as city officials.
The discussion and
brainstorming was led by Paul Young, a highly qualified urban designer and landscape architect. This
short report can hardly touch on all the good proposals for improvement as well as how to achieve them.
Duranders will recognize many priority concerns identified by participants such as the need to limit speeds
in neighbourhoods, elimination of one-way streets, desire for wider sidewalks with separation from motor
vehicles, possibly with bike lanes, importance of getting LRT, safer crossings for pedestrians and so forth.
We Duranders are
lucky to live in an area
designed before cars existed and therefore for
pedestrians. Despite the
best efforts to destroy
this by developers and traffic engineers, the framework
still is largely intact and we are making good progress
in establishing walking once again as the norm as
well as making it safe and attractive. The DNA will
continue to press for improvements and stay in close
contact with others both in the city and elsewhere who
can be our allies. There is no doubt that the movement
is gathering enormous momentum and we can expect
a lot of positive changes in the near future. We will
keep you informed in future issues.

Why do we care? The
reasons are numerous
and compelling. Walkable communities encourage walking by making it
safe, convenient and attractive to do so. Important reasons for this include:
• Health – Regular daily walking reduces risks such
as obesity, diabetes and heart disease and contributes to general good health
• Environment – Replacing short car trips with
walking can improve local air quality and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
• Traffic – More people walking means less congestion on roads, reduced requirements for road infrastructure and maintenance and more awareness of pedestrians by drivers, thereby increasing
pedestrian safety
• Community cohesion – More people walking encourages even more people to walk, increasing
social interaction, lessening crime and vandalism
due to more eyes on the street, heightening the
sense of community belonging, pride and spirit
• Economy – When a population shift to walking
occurs, health care costs are reduced as a result
of the health benefits of walking, when business
8
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dr. sheldon salaba
optometrist

advancedvision.ca

\
\
\
\

signed,
sealed,
delivered

in style

optical boutique
contact lens services
optometric eye examinations
lasik & surgical co-management

Open Tuesday - Saturday | Free Parking
new patients & emergencies welcome

67 queen street south, hamilton
905.540.EYES (3937)
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Durand Park

It’s Back!

The Beginning of Greater Things to Come

Return of the Grand Durand Garden Tour 2010

Janice Brown

Janice Brown

We have done it. . . hopefully by the time you are reading this, the Junior and Senior Creative Play Structures will be in progress. The City has promised that
the installation will be complete by our Picnic in the
Park June 20th. . . BE THERE! We plan on having a
special presentation and ribbon-cutting ceremony to
celebrate the first of many new additions and improvements scheduled for the Durand Park.

The Durand Neighbourhood Association contributed
over $6700.00 from funds raised in both the Durand
House Tour as well as the Grand Durand Garden Tour.
I would like to thank all community members who supported us by attending these great events, the Duranders who offered their homes and gardens and of
course past and present DNA board members who volunteered their time and effort.

The Committee has been struck. The date has been
set. We now begin the hunt for great gardens. If you
have a back garden that you would like us to visit or if
you know of someone in the Durand who has a great
garden, please email jedbrown2003@sympatico.ca or
president@durandna.com.
I promise that you will have a wonderful experience.
Having had my garden on the last Grand Durand Tour,
I can tell you that it was an amazing experience. It was
an opportunity to allow hundreds of residents and visitors to the Durand to visit 10 fabulous gardens. Proceeds went to the ongoing care, beautification and revitalization of the Durand Park. We were so fortunate the
last time around in that ALL of the gardeners whom we
approached said YES, ALL of our sponsors said YES,
and finally ALL of our retailers said YES to putting up
our posters or being a ticket outlet.
Let’s make it happen in 2010!
Please say YES if you are approached by one of our
DNA Grand Durand Garden Tour Committee Members.
(Sarah Matthews, Linda Miocinovich, Roberta Harman
and Janice Brown)

Action on the Walk and Bike for Life
Workshop
The DNA is following up on the initiatives proposed in
the pedestrian workshop we co-hosted with the City in
February
Nicholas Kevlahan

Look for the Purple, White & Green!

Walk and Bike for Life has now published a detailed
report on how we can make the Durand a safer and
more comfortable neighbhourhood for pedestrians, especially the young and the old. The Durand report and it is now on the website for you to view
10
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at: www.walkandbikeforlife.org/Durand-FINAL.pdf. I
would encourage all Durand residents to read this report, which is full of fascinating information about
what has worked elsewhere and what we can do here.
This report will guide the DNA’s efforts in making our
community safe, healthy and convenient for all residents and visitors.

for cycle lanes, which will achieve the same goal.)
On the morning of April 30 I met with Sebastian
Stula of the Parking Department. He will look at where
parking could be added on these streets. The Traffic
Analysts will then analyse the traffic impacts and make
final recommendations. We should expect results in 23 months.
Sebastian pointed out that:
1. Any parking change requires a majority petition
from those residents in 1-3 family dwellings along
the street. The DNA would have to organize the
petition.
2. Unfortunately, City policy does not currently allow for “pilot projects”. This is unfortunate since
it is often difficult to know what the impact of road
changes will be until they are actually tried out.
Obviously, the result is that the City is very conservative in trying new ideas or making changes
that might “impede” traffic. It might be possible to
test some new pedestrian initiatives in the context
of the new traffic study suggested by Mr Solomon.
3. No changes will be made during peak hours.
4. Hunter Street is a very dangerous street, but it is
undergoing a re-design.

As part of our follow-up to our successful Pedestrian
Workshop, the DNA has been pushing the City hard
to actually implement some concrete changes to help
make our neighbourhood safer and more convenient
for pedestrians.
On April 15 a delegation of DNA board members met
with Hart Solomon (Head of Traffic for the City), along
with other representatives from the City’s traffic Department. Bob Bratina and Donna Reid (Bob’s assistant) also attended.
At this meeting Mr Solomon re-iterated that the only
kind of pedestrian crossing they will install is the IPS
(pedestrian-activated traffic light). They will not consider the MTO standard used in Toronto, or a simpler configuration with painted lines and signs used
in other Ontario towns.
Unfortunately, Mr Solomon went on to say that they
only install IPS crossings where there is already “significant” pedestrian demand (i.e., they are not proactive
in encouraging walking), and in any case their budget only allows for “two or three” IPSs to be installed
annually for the entire City.
Clearly, the IPS is not a viable solution to providing safe and convenient pedestrian crossings at most
intersections!
The other alternative is to slow traffic to safe speeds,
and to increase motorist attentiveness. In the medium
term, Hart suggested updating the 2002 Traffic Study,
but in the short term he suggested we could look at
simply increasing parking on Bay, Queen, and Hunter
to slow traffic. (Charlton and Herkimer are proposed

5. Speeding is not surprising since the roads are
typically engineered for speeds 20km/h faster
than the legal limit (and they are under-capacity
most of the day). This means that engineering solutions are preferred.

It is clearly going to be a difficult struggle, but we
will start with some simple changes now (like increasing parking to provide a buffer), while continuing to
shift the thinking of the City so future street design
considers the interests of all road users as equally important!
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durand neighbourhood association
presents

Saturday, June 20, 2009
10:30 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Durand Park
BAY + HERKIMER + CHARLTON + PARK

Balloons . Clowns . Prizes . Games
Car, Dog & Magic Shows . Refreshments
Live Music
featuring Hamilton’s own
Juno Award Winner

and more . .
Brought to you by:
Source Security Services . City of Hamilton . Alexanian’s Flooring
Grab ’n Go Green Deli . Joyce Hodgskiss of Coldwell Banker Pinnacle Real Estate
Judy Marsales Real Estate . Painting Canada Limited . Turkstra, Mazza
VanDuzer Painting & Decorating . Ancaster Self Storage . Guardian Pharmacy
Nav Canada . The Personal Mortgage Group . Prisms Pharmasave
Dr. Rajczak . T. Lloyd Electric
.. www.durandna.com
for more information visit
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Picnic in the Park Sponsors

And now a word FOR our sponsors. The next time you need a security system, or some
painting, or you are selling or buying a home, or need a lawyer, or are looking for flooring,
or need a prescription filled, or are in need of some financing, or are looking for storage,
or a dentist, or a great deli sandwich, or need electrical work, please get in touch with our
sponsors. In many cases they are residents of our neighbourhood and most certainly they
are all supporters of our neighbourhood. And they have all helped to make the Picnic in the
Park possible. It would be nice to return the favour.

As someone who lives and works in the area,
I have grown to love this part of Hamilton.
Durand is a unique and historic
neighbourhood and I am proud to support the
DNA.
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE CALL …
JOYCE
For a free Market Evaluation

Coldwell Banker
Pinnacle Real Estate, Brokerage
[905] 522-1110

Joyce Hodgskiss
Sales Representative

www.MakeTheRightChoice.ca

Dr Rajczak
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To
honour
his
memory
and tremendous legacy, the
DNA will establish the Russell Elman Award to be presented annually to a student at the Central Public School who has demonstrated a passion for the Durand neighbourhood through
involvement
or
activism.

Russell Elman (1933-2009)
Outstanding Durand resident and activist
Sarah Matthews

Car show at the Durand
Picnic!
Antique cars in the Park
Martin Maretzki

Russell Elman (Image credit:Hamilton Spectator file photo).

Russell died suddenly in his Durand home on April
17th. He was actively involved in the Durand Neighbourhood Association since 1973. He served on the
Board of Directors, twice as President, edited the
newsletter and represented us on many municipal advisory committees. He worked extensively on the revision of the Durand Neighbourhood Plan and in the
preparation of an official plan for downtown.
Russell’s passion for the Durand evolved out of an
awareness that the fight to preserve our historic neighbourhood echoed similar struggles in older inner cities
throughout North America. Decaying commerce in
the central business district, seemingly uncontrollable
cycles of demolition, massive high-rise development
in residential areas, and destruction of heritage sites
have been part of many cities’ experience. The fact that
Durand has survived and thrived as one of Canada’s
most appealing inner-city neighbourhoods is owed in
considerable measure to Russell’s tireless work and effective action. Russell was a published author of three
books – two of which are specifically about the Durand
neighbourhood and the DNA – “The Durand Chronicles” and “Durand: A Neighbourhood Reclaimed”.
Russell said, “For me, despite the dissensions
and frustrations that spice the activities of any
spirited community group, it (the DNA) has shown
that a free and frank interchange of opinions and
ideas is the best way to arrive at a reasoned consensus on decisions designed to promote the common good.” He was a font of knowledge and a
tremendous mentor.
He will be sadly missed.

An added feature
to this year’s picnic is an Antique
and Classic Car
Show where we are
inviting residents
of Durand and adjoining neighbourhoods
to
bring
their cool rides for
everyone to see
from 10:00am to
1:00pm. We’ve arranged to have a section of Park Street cordoned off
for a limited number of cars to be on display. This is a
very informal show and shine and we’d love to see any
pre-1980 vehicle, from turn of the century to flashy
American production cars, muscle cars, kit cars and
street rods.
Please
contact
Gavin
Norman,
gavinnorman@sympatico.ca, home phone 905 308 9836, if you
would like to register your vehicle for the show and tell
your friends – you don’t have to live here to show your
wheels!

Carved in Stone
An architectural mystery in Durand
Walter George Peace, Ph.D.
The Suffolk Apartments are located at 181 MacNab
Street South (at Robinson Street) in Hamilton’s Durand neighbourhood. Built in 1931, this three-storey,
walk-up apartment building is typical of the multi-unit
rental accommodations that appeared in many of the
city’s older residential areas through the first half of
the twentieth century. At first glance, there appears
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to be little which would distinguish the Suffolk Apartments from other walk-up apartments of that era. On
closer inspection, however, something about the site
seems out of place. In particular, a number of architectural artifacts mounted on the courtyard wall at the
rear of the building (visible from Robinson Street) appear as though they do not belong, i.e., they are not
contemporary with the building’s style or materials. In
fact, one would readily guess that these artifacts date
from a much earlier time than the 1930s. The artifacts
consist of 17 stone sculptures of human faces and
grotesques. In addition, five rooftop finial elements
have been placed atop the pillars of the courtyard wall.

Arkledun circa 1862. Discovery of this photography in the Special Collections of the Hamilton Public Library provided the link
between the artifacts installed at the Suffolk Apartments and
Arkledun.

So what is the origin of these architectural artifacts
and how did they come to be installed in the courtyard of the Suffolk Apartments? Research by Stephen
Otto, architectural historian, and Rob Hamilton, former President of the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario, Hamilton Region, has revealed that these artifacts came from the home of Richard Juson, one of
Hamilton’s economic elite in the mid-nineteenth century. Juson’s home, “Arkledun”, was located at the
head of John Street South (between the present-day
Louisa Avenue and Rockwood Place). Research by Otto
and Hamilton has determined that Arkledun was almost certainly the design of William Thomas (17991860), one of the “founders of the Canadian architectural profession.” Among Thomas’ other works in
Hamilton are: St Paul’s (formerly St Andrew’s) Presbyterian Church; Inglewood, home of James Kerr;
Undermount, home of John Young; and Wilderness
House (later known as Ballinahinch), home of Aeneas
Kennedy. Elsewhere in Canada West, Thomas was
responsible for the Brock Monument at Queenston
Heights, St Michael’s Cathedral in Toronto, and St
Lawrence Hall, also in Toronto. In addition to its archi-

tectural importance, Arkledun is of considerable historic interest as it was here that Edward Albert, Prince
of Wales, stayed when he visited Hamilton in September of 1860.
A comparison of the carvings from Arkledun (now
installed in the courtyard of the Suffolk Apartments)
with those found on Thomas’ own residence, Oakham
House, (located at 322 Church Street in Toronto, and
still standing) reveals a striking similarity in terms of
their arrangement, motif and style. In addition, the
corner locations of the two lion heads are identical to
those on Oakham House, based on a photograph of
Arkledun found in the Special Collections of the Hamilton Public Library.
Richard Juson lived in Hamilton until 1867, whereupon he returned to Shrewsbury, England. Arkledun
was subsequently occupied by Edward Browne (18681888), James Turnbull (1888-1914) and Edward Cahill
(1914-1930). The home was demolished in late 1930
or early 1931. Subsequently, a complex of walk-up
apartments was constructed on (and still occupy) the
site. At some point after the demolition, the sculptures
were salvaged and installed as part of the courtyard
wall at the Suffolk Apartments. Who was responsible
for this? What was the motivation? For now, these
questions must remain unanswered, pending the findings of future research. Meanwhile, the next time you
walk past the Suffolk Apartments, take a closer look at
all that remains from one of Hamilton’s most architecturally and historically significant nineteenth century
residences.
[My sincere thanks to Robert Hamilton for sharing
with me the results of his research on Arkledun.]

Some of the architectural artifacts salvaged from Arkledun
and installed in the courtyard of the Suffolk Apartments
on MacNab Street South. These artifacts are visible from
Robinson Street.

Walter Peace is an Associate Professor in the School of
Geography and Earth Sciences at McMaster University.
His doctoral dissertation, entitled “People, Space and
Time: Landscape Change in Hamilton’s Durand Neighbourhood, 1946-1994” was completed in 1996. He is
currently working on a book about the visit of Edward
Albert, Prince of Wales, to Hamilton in September 1860.
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Pets of the Durand
Callie (short for Callista) MacDonald
Age: 17 years young
Breed: Liquorice allsorts colour (orange, black and white).
Favourite Food: Wellness - Chicken (Moist) and Orient dry food.
Most Lovable Trait: To
sit behind anyone on a sofa or chair and place her paws around your neck.
Favourite Place to Hang
Out: Back balconies, Betty’s (and hers) favorite chair, or Tom’s or Clyde’s.
Favourite Hobby: Canvas the back balconies and make herself comfortable.

Carly MacCuish
Age: 3
Breed: Yellow Lab
Favourite Food: Bananas
Most Lovable Trait: Snuggling in the morning before school
Favourite Place to Hang Out: By your side
Favourite Phrase: Kennel... because it means getting a treat

Healey Bentley
Age: Puppy
Breed: Labradoodle
Favourite Food: ALL FOOD
Most Lovable Trait:
Loves everybody, but especially Cohy, her best playmate and our kitten.
Favourite Place to
Hang Out: Walking the Durand because of all the friendly people we meet

Chester Ciupka
Breed: Short-haired hamster.
Favourite Food: Honey Yogurt Drops.
Most Lovable Trait: His sleepy look when you disturb his beauty rest.
Favourite Place to Hang Out: On his not-so-silent exercise wheel at three in
the morning.
Favourite Phrase: He responds best to the crinkle-crinkle of the yogurt drop
bag opening.
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Around and About and Above and Beyond
James North Art Crawl

Join the James North Art Crawl on the second Friday night of each month, galleries keep their doors open
until around 11 p.m., so visitors can explore and chat. The aim is simple: have people come to an amazing
place where you can go to an art gallery, eat at a nice cafe and check out the amazing architecture.
Looking for a night out that is fun and inexpensive, or at least could be. Try the James North Art Crawl
that is held the second Friday of each month. Last Friday inclement weather could not rain on our parade.
We walked from Durand, stopped for dinner, then continued on to James North where we weaved in and
out through a very diverse crowd wandering the many galleries taking in the art and the people.
Our last stop was at Sonic Unyon were we enjoyed an impromptu jam session.
P.S. Our very best wishes to Ernie on his upcoming marriage.

Cooking Demonstrations at Boo’s Bistro
Chef Boo Aria has started cooking demonstrations for small groups of 8 to 10 people. Keep this in mind for
your next dinner party, corporate team-building, girls-night-out, etc. All menu items are negotiable. This
can be reserved for any Monday night from 6:00-9:00 pm or 7:00-10:00 pm for $60 per person by calling
905-296-7598. Boo’s Bistro and Wine Bar is at 164 James Street South. www.boosbistro.ca.

The Dr Bob Kemp Hospice Holiday House Tour
Dr Bob Kemp was a Hamilton family physician for more than 50 years who campaigned tirelessly for firstclass health care in Hamilton. He helped pioneer the first palliative care hospice in the region. The Dr Bob
Kemp Hospice is a not-for-profit organization offering an interdisciplinary team of staff and volunteers who
provide supportive services to individuals and their families who are living with life-threatening illness. One
of the fundraising initiatives is the Holiday House Tour. The volunteer committee is interested in featuring
a house or two from the Durand neighbourhood. If you are interested in having your home professionally
decorated for the holidays and would be open to showing your home to those with tickets for two days in
mid-November, please call The Dr Bob Kemp Hospice at 905-387-2448 or kemp.hospice@hwcn.org.
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Around and About and Above and Beyond
James Street South’s District Gets a New Look
New Chair of James Street South’s District Welcomed on Monday April 27, 2009
James Street South’s District has taken on a whole new look, with a new Chair, Chris Farias of kitestring
creative. Chris Farias, partner and creative director of kitestring, hopes to accomplish a lot in this
new position starting with the newly designed District website, which was launched at the event, and
was created by Farias himself. Farias hopes to highlight to the rest of the City what James Street
South has to offer by bringing the community together through such initiatives as a local food drive.
“I have lived in various cities in South Western Ontario and
Hamilton is by far the best place to live, work and grow a
business,” says Farias. “It’s a big city with a small town feel.
James Street South District is a rare gem and I am so proud to
be part of its community and am thrilled to be the new chair.”
The Spring Social was the first of these initiatives that the
District Committee brought to the James Street South area.
Donated food, beverages, venue, music and much more led
the night to be a huge success. “The event was all about community and bringing together our friends, both business and
personal. At one point, the laughter and music were so loud
that I knew this would not be the last event we throw. Look
for more James South Socials in the future,” says Farias.
Outgoing Chair Sue Stewart-Greene, Janice Brown and Sarah Matthews, and new
James Street South District Chair Chris
Farias.

A special thanks for everyone who came out and supported
Sue Stewart-Green, the outgoing Chair, Chris Farias and the
rest of the District Committee. Thanks to Bob Bratina for
coming and speaking to the importance of community, Scarlett from the Chateau Royale who performed amazing music,
and thanks to everyone who attended. The night was magical.

For more information on the James South District, please contact:
Chris Farias, Chair chris@kitestring.ca

Thoughts from a New Durander
How fortunate am I? Having left Hamilton almost 30 years ago in search of fame and fortune, years of
living in Toronto and travelling the globe, I return to Hamilton. I find a thriving and striving community of
hard-working and fully living people. I have always dreamed of living, working and playing all within range
of a walk or a bike ride. Finally, I have found a great possibility right here in the city of my birth and in the
Durand community!
No matter the weather, people are out walking through or around the Durand community. They are walking
their dogs, stretching their legs, going shopping, heading downtown or to a doctor’s appointment or work,
to the park or to a friend’s house. They walk alone, on two legs, on wheels, with walkers or canes and they
walk with friends or family, their pets or other peoples’ pets. They talk to themselves, sing to themselves
or others, with or without personal music devices in their ears, they chat on cellphones, they call out to
neighbours, they yell at motorists and swear at one-way streets. Or folks just saunter along minding their
own business, admiring gardens and architecture, tripping into or over potholes, kicking aside garbage,
petting other’s pets. . . oh but it’s a lively ’hood!
Continued on next page. . .
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Around and About and Above and Beyond
Thoughts from a Durander (cont.) Scooting, sauntering, shuffling, skating, sitting, singing, talking, biking,
painting and making things – gardens, houses, dinner, time, art and fence posts – there’s a buzz of life.
It’s all out and about, in and around this area we call the Durand. As I jot, I realize that by this definition
I write of any successful community anywhere in the world. As I see ours. The difference is that we are
just left of center of a fabulous city with the brawn, brains and opportunity to be a big, beautiful, busy
city with one great community after another. We are just on the edge of the downtown core of a city full of
challenges, rich in history and full of promise. The Durand community has an active part to play in that.
Lucky me, for this is where I live. I would so love to bring all my work within biking/walking range. There
are cars and there are bicycles. The fewer cars the better. The more bikes, the better but this will all take
the work and collaboration of the city at large. The more parks are cared for, sat in, playing or practising
tai chi in by a community, like our little park, the happier all parts of every city would be. We know that.
There is no question of that.
You see, I know this is a great community because I notice it. I take care of other peoples’ pets. When
they’re too busy or tired I walk their pets. When they want to get away for a while and their pets are
not welcome, they hire me to keep an eye on pet and home. If their pets are sick or old, young and
feisty, lonely or anxious, they call me in to work my magic. I see how overwhelmed, overworked and
over the top people can get living in the city. I see them wishing they could spend more time not
only with their human family and friends but with their pawed and clawed buddies, too. I see what
great neighbours they would be, if they only had the time and the frame of mind, the encouragement
and the shared experience of a strong community. I am proud to be part of a growing community.
In the meantime, we take the time to take a look around at
our little neighbourhood that is the Durand community and
we see people that care. We are aware that it’s all about the
people and how we so want and need so much to be a part of
something bigger than us as individuals. We know of people
that are doing, thinking things, feeling things and believing
in things that are good. We see the potential comfort, safety,
power and strength of a community of people that is made
up of people who are all for the people part of the people –
whew!, that is a community destined to become even greater.
So, thank you for letting me have my say and keeping your
hearts and heads open with this community’s means of communication.
susan (the) walker

Durand CarShare Community Cooperation Brings Carsharing to Hamilton
By Janet MacLeod
Operations Coordinator, Hamilton CarShare
Hamilton CarShare, the city’s first carsharing co-operative, was officially launched in early May, and three
carshare vehicles will be available to drive in Hamilton by late summer of this year, with at least one
of them parked in the Durand neighbourhood. Following a Canadian tradition of carsharing, (there are
carsharing organizations in Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary and Halifax to name a few),
Hamilton residents have come together to add the service to the transportation mix.
Continued on next page. . .
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Around and About and Above and Beyond
Hamilton Car Share (cont.) Hamilton CarShare was formed in late April in cooperation with Grand River
CarShare of Waterloo Region, which has been serving that area for 11 years. Hamilton residents decided
to work with Grand River CarShare to accelerate the introduction of carshare vehicles onto their streets.
“Combining an enthusiastic group of new members in Hamilton with more than a decade of experience in
Waterloo Region, we are expecting Hamilton CarShare to be very successful early on,” Jason Hammond,
President of the co-operative, said. “With the recession hitting hard and continuing deep concern for our
climate, carsharing is an idea whose time has come for Hamilton.”
What has transformed into Hamilton CarShare started as a project between Green Venture, Clean Air
Hamilton and First Unitarian Church two months ago, and a dedicated group of Hamilton residents have
formed the basis of the Hamilton co-operative.
“It’s moving so quickly because people are working together and everyone is contributing their skill set,
and that’s what a co-operative is,” Sapphire Singh, CarShare Project Coordinator at Green Venture, said.
Carsharing co-operatives operate a fleet of vehicles available to members on self-serve pay-per-use basis.
Reservations for carshare vehicles can be made for as little as 30 minutes, or as long as needed. Members
are billed monthly for insurance and vehicle use, and gas and vehicle maintenance costs are included in
the co-op’s rates.
Carsharing is the missing link in Hamilton’s urban transportation system – it’s a great alternative to
owning your own vehicle, helps households save money on transportation costs, and helps improve air
quality through reduced tailpipe emissions.
Hamilton residents interested in joining Hamilton’s carsharing co-operative
www.hamiltoncarshare.ca, email info@hamiltoncarshare.ca, or call 905-543-4411.

can

As someone who lives and works in the area,
I have grown to love this part of Hamilton.
Durand is a unique and historic
neighbourhood and I am proud to support the
DNA.
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE CALL …
JOYCE
For a free Market Evaluation

Coldwell Banker
Pinnacle Real Estate, Brokerage
[905] 522-1110

Joyce Hodgskiss
Sales Representative

www.MakeTheRightChoice.ca
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Who’s watching your house?

905-574-6464
sourcecable.ca/security
Living in the Durand Neighbourhood
means living in one of Hamilton’s most attractive downtown neighbourhoods with its
heritage homes and aging landscape.
Every year however, homes in this neighbourhood fall victim to property crimes
including “break and enter” and vehicle
thefts, disrupting the peacefulness of this
beautiful district. For the people living in
the area, these crimes pose a threat to
their family’s safety and the security of their
homes.
That’s why Source Cable Ltd, a local,
family owned business located in Hamilton,
has introduced Source Security Services – a
residential and commercial property protection service designed to protect the things
that matter most to families living in the
Greater Hamilton Area.
With top-of-the-line Canadian made
equipment and affordable rates, Source Security can offer residents a wide range of
home security packages and customized
21

video surveillance systems. We offer 24/7
monitored protection for burglary, fire,
flood, carbon monoxide poisoning and medical emergency.
We provide free home assessments, a
guaranteed monthly monitoring rate of only
$19.99/month and free installation.
If you already have a home security system, it’s easy to switch your monitoring service to Source Security and you’ll get your
first 6 months of service absolutely free!
But perhaps most importantly, with 35
years of business experience in the Hamilton area, Source Cable is a well-established
and reputable company committed to providing the very best customer service. We’re
a local name, with familiar faces and we’re
right around the corner from our customers.
For more information please contact
Source Security at 905-574-6464 or visit
our website at www.sourcecable.ca/security.
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Martin Maretzki, RHU - President
ax/iz financial solutions
T: (905) 522-7393 or 1 877 522-7394
F: (905) 522-7391
www.axizfinancial.com

Protecting Entrepreneurs & Professionals..no matter what
happens

routinely ignored when decisions are actually made.

Moving Hamilton Up the Ladder of Citizen Participation
What would plans such as GRIDS, the Cycling Master
Plan or the downtown urban plan look like if they if
they had been designed and, most importantly, implemented, using a Citizen Power model?
Nicholas Kevlahan
Residents are often disappointed with how the City
gathers and uses citizen input. The City is constantly
soliciting public input on every minor and major issue
under the sun, only to ignore or forget what those who
took the trouble to participate actually said. In particular, the DNA tries to respond to all requests for public
input (especially when our opinion is specifically solicited), but it is difficult to see how our input has been
taken into account in the City’s final decision.
Sometimes it appears that the views of those
“activists” who express themselves are actually discounted in favour of the perceived views of the “silent
majority” (e.g., in balancing the competing interests of
cyclists, pedestrians and motorists when re-designing
streets). In other cases, such as Vision 2020, citizen input does inform a City policy, but this policy is

Our
vague
sense
of disappointment and
powerlessness is not
unusual, but it helps
to understand exactly
what is going on, and
how things might be improved.
An excellent analysis of the effectiveness of different forms
of citizen engagement
was made over forty
years ago by Sherry
Amstein.
Her article (Journal of the
American Institute of
Planners 35 (4) 1969,
pp.
216-224, available at lithgow-schmidt.dk/sherry-arnstein/ladder-ofcitizen-participation.html) defines a Ladder of Citizen
participation which moves up the rungs from “nonparticipation” to “tokenism” to “citizen power”. This
paper has become a classic guide on how to understand citizen participation.
Our frustration with how citizen input is used is
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not surprising when we see that essentially all participation solicited by the City stays at the “tokenism”
rungs on the Ladder of Citizen Participation: “Informing, Consultation and Placation”. In the tokenism
mode
. . . citizens may indeed hear and be heard.
But under these conditions they lack the
power to ensure that their views will be
heeded by the powerful.
It is distressing to learn that Arnstein actually uses
the example of “neighbourhood cleanups”, of the sort
described in this issue of the Durander, as an example
of “therapy” (or nonparticipation). By therapy, Arnstein
means diverting the energy of citizen groups away from
their legitimate concerns to relatively unimportant (but
labour-intensive) projects. We need to be careful to focus our efforts on the most important issues.
The problem is that in Hamilton, as in most other
Canadian cities,
. . . people are primarily perceived as statistical abstractions, and participation is measured by how many come to meetings, take
brochures home, or answer a questionnaire.
What citizens achieve in all this activity is
that they have participated in participation.
And what powerholders achieve is the evidence that they have gone through the required motions of involving “those people.”

was the fact that the most controversial project (the
“Aerotropolis” and associated urban boundary expansion) appeared in all options presented to the public!
Clearly, the City didn’t even want to know what citizens thought of the biggest and most expensive development proposal!
What would plans such as GRIDS, the Cycling
Master Plan or Putting People First (downtown urban
plan) look like if they if they had been designed and,
most importantly, implemented, using a Citizen Power
model?
The Ladder of Citizen Participation provides an excellent framework for designing effective ways of bringing the general public into the decision making process. It also helps us decide whether the City is simply
going through the motions so they can check the box
saying that the “participants participated”. We in the
Durand should be mindful of this analysis when determining how to deal with the City and whether or not
to participate in City initiatives.

(An earlier version of this article appeared on the
website Raise the Hammer.)

Indeed, the provincial planning act requires cities to
provide evidence that residents have been informed or
consulted. Unfortunately, there is no requirement that
the views and preferences of those who participated are
actually heeded!
What Hamilton (and other cities) must do is move
up the Ladder of Citizen Participation to the level of
Citizen Power: “Partnership, Delegated Power and Citizen Control”. At this level decision making power is
actually
. . . redistributed through negotiation between
citizens and powerholders. They agree to
share planning and decision-making responsibilities through such structures as joint policy boards, planning committees and mechanisms for resolving impasses. After the
groundrules have been established through
some form of give-and-take, they are not subject to unilateral change.
It is only at this level that the views and preferences
of citizens actually inform real-life decisions.
The most illustrative local example is the GRIDS Eight rungs on the ladder of citizen participation. Where are
planning consultation process. There was no sharing we now, and where would we like to be?
of decision-making power with citizens and no undertaking to actually take participants’ preferences into
account. The most revealing aspect of this process
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Durander Calendar
June 12

June 21 – July 1

James North Art Crawl

Open Garden Week

Hamilton Fringe
Festival

June 13

July 1

August 7–9

Canada Day

Festival of Friends,
Gage Park

White Trillium judging
begins

July 1

June 12–14
Hamilton Waterfront
Wingfest, Pier 8

June 20
Picnic in the Park

June 21
Father’s Day
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It’s Your Festival, Gage
Park

August 3

July 16

September 7

Green Day, Copps
Coliseum

Labour Day

July 16–26

Locke Street Festival

Civic Holiday

September 12

